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Hotel Mozart 

"Experience Luxury"

Housed in a 17th Century building with character, each of the 50 rooms of

Hotel Mozart has been individually decorated by the owner. Hotel Mozart

remains affordable while being one of the best spots for exploring the city,

located just steps away from the Grand Place.

 +32 2 502 6661  www.hotel-mozart.be/  Rue du Marché aux Fromages 23,

Brussels

 by KassandraBay   

The Dominican 

"Boutique Hotel in Central Brussels"

Nestled within an old monastery, this boutique hotel has revamped the

building's elegance and established itself as a luxurious place to stay in

Brussels. The rooms are "New York style" with numerous amenities, such

as rainfall showers and quilted comforters, while the architecture of the

hotel itself contains majestic high-arched ceilings and a central courtyard.

Hospitality reaches perfection with the eager service offered to ensure

that your stay at The Dominican is memorable.

 +32 2 203 0808  www.thedominican.be/def

ault-en.html

 info@thedominican.carlton.

be

 Leopoldstraat 9, Brussels

 by Gastev   

Hotel BLOOM! 

"Contemporary Comfort"

Check into luxury at the Hotel BLOOM! in Brussels. The clean and crisp

decor with spurts of contemporary European art gives you a sense of

comfort with an edge. Situated close to all the city's offerings in terms of

art museums, theaters, parks and attractions, the Hotel Bloom allows you

easy and close access to the city's vibrant culture. The hotel's business

amenities along with its 12 meeting rooms make it a perfect stop for

business travelers as well. The hotel is spotless in its design and service,

and is easy on the pocket as well.

 +32 2 220 6611  www.hotelbloom.com/hot

el/

 book@hotelbloom.com  Rue Royale 250, Brussels
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